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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the regression model
Y=%(X )+=, (1.1)
where %(x)=E(Y | X=x), x # Rd, is the true, but unknown regression func-
tion. Suppose that n i.i.d. observations [Yi , Xi]ni=1 are available from (1.1).
Let [ f (;, x); ; # Rq] be a family of parametric regression functions. If
%(x)= f (;, x) for almost all x and for some ;, then we say that the
parametric family of regression functions: [ f (;, x): ; # Rq] correctly
specifies %( } ) or the parametric regression model given by Y= f (;, X )+=
is correct. It is well known that in this case, one can construct a consistent
estimate of ;, ; (say), which yields a consistent estimate of %(x) given by
f (; , x). In general, if the parametric regression model is incorrect, then
f (; , x) may not be a consistent estimate of %(x). However, one can still
consistently estimate the unknown regression function %(x) by various non-
parametric estimation techniques such as kernel, series, and spline, among
others. See Ha rdle (1990) for details. Compared with parametric
estimators, nonparametric estimators converge more slowly and suffer from
the so-called ‘‘Curse of Dimensionality,’’ that is, their rates of convergence
depend on d, the dimension of the regressor X, and become slower as d
increases.
Intuitively, if the true regression function %(x) is not too far from the
parametric family f (;, x), then the parametric estimate f (; , x) should con-
tain certain useful information about %(x) even though it is not consistent.
Recently a number of authors have proposed estimators of the regression
function which incorporate the information contained in the parametric
model. The most studied approach is the local likelihood approach, where
in the context of regression estimation, a parametric regression model such
as f (;, x) is fitted locally using kernel weights. See Hjort and Jones (1996)
for applications of the local likelihood approach to density estimation,
Hjort (1997) for hazard rate estimation, and Gozalo and Linton (1995) for
regression function estimation. The second approach which multiplies an
initial parametric estimate with a nonparametric kernel-type estimate of the
necessary correction factor has been used in Hjort and Glad (1995) for
density estimation and in Glad (1995) for regression estimation. Instead of
combining two estimators multiplicatively as in Hjort and Glad (1995) and
Glad (1998), Olkin and Speigelman (1987) (for density estimation), and
Ullah and Vinod (1993), and Burman and Chaudhuri (1994) (for regression
estimation), combined the parametric and the kernel estimators additively.
All the estimates developed in the above-mentioned papers share similar
properties: Under certain conditions, (i) they often have smaller bias than
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the kernel estimates; (ii) if the parametric model is correct, then the new
estimates have the parametric - n-convergence rate; (iii) if the parametric
model is incorrect, then the new estimates have similar asymptotic
behavior to the kernel estimates. Hence, by making use of the information
contained in the parametric model, these estimates can never do worse
than the corresponding kernel estimate in terms of convergence rate and
are more robust to model misspecification than the parametric estimate.
In this paper, we propose an additively combined regression estimate
% (x) (say) which is similar to the estimators in Ullah and Vinod (1993),
and Burman and Chaudhuri (1994). It is given by a convex combination
of the parametric and the kernel estimators with * (say) being the weight
given to the parametric estimator. Unlike the local likelihood approach,
the computation of % (x) is straightforward and does not require numerical
optimization. The combined estimator % (x) also adapts to the data (or the
parametric model) automatically through * in the sense that if the
parametric model accurately describes the data, then * converges to one,
hence % (x) puts all the weight on the parametric estimate asymptotically
and has - n-convergence rate; If the parametric model is incorrect, then *
converges to zero and % (x) puts all the weight on the kernel estimate and
has the nonparametric rate of convergence. In practice, one may use * as
a measure of the degree of accuracy of the parametric model and hence to
test the adequacy of the parametric model. For the estimates based on the
first two approaches, however, this role is played by the smoothing
parameter and there is not yet available a way of choosing the smoothing
parameter such that the resulting estimates adapt to the data in the above
sense. Moreover, % (x) as well as the regression estimators in Ullah and
Vinod (1993), and Burman and Chaudhuri (1994) may be advantageous to
the one in Glad (1998) in situations where the parametric regression
estimator is not strictly bounded away from zero.
Although the convergence rate of the estimator in Burman and
Chaudburi (1994) is known, its asymptotic distribution is not yet available,
which prevents it from being employed in making inferences about the
true regression model. In this paper, we analyze in detail the asymptotic
distribution of the proposed estimator % (x) and of * , the weight given to
the parametric estimator, in all possible cases: the true model is close to the
parametric model; far away from the parametric model. As a consequence,
we are able to characterize formally situations where the combined
estimator performs better than the kernel estimate in terms of convergence
rate. The asymptotic distribution of * under correct parametric model
specification derived in this paper may also be used to construct a consis-
tent test for the parametric regression model. Most of the existing papers
have emphasized the bias reduction aspect of their estimates and hence
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focused on the MSE analysis. Although it is observed in the existing papers
that the above-mentioned estimates may perform better than the tradi-
tional kernel method in a broad nonparametric vicinity of the parametric
model employed, their asymptotic distributions axe not fully studied. We
hope that the results of this paper will facilitate the application of the
combined estimate % (x) in practice.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first
describe the estimators in Ullah and Vinod (1993), and Burman and
Chaudhuri (1994), and then introduce our estimator % (x). In Section 3, we
show the asymptotic normality of % (x) for the case where the parametric
regression model is correct. Section 4 considers the case where the
parametric regression model is incorrect and Section 5 deals with the case
where the parametric regression model is approximately correct in the
sense that the distance between the true regression function %(x) and
the family of parametric regression functions f (;, x), say $n , approaches
zero as n  . Section 6 provides some Monte Carlo results. Section 7
concludes with some additional comments. The proofs of the results in
Sections 35 are presented in the last section.
To close this section, we restate two definitions from Robinson (1988).
Definition 1.1. Kl , l1, is the class of even functions k: R  R satisfying
|
R
u ik(u) du=$i0 (i=0, 1, ..., l&1)
k(u)=O((1+|u| l+1+=)&1) some =>0,
where $ij is the Kronecker’s delta.
Definition 1.2. G:+ , :>0, +>0, is the class of functions g: R
d  R
satisfying that g is (m&1)-times partially differentiable, for m&1+m;
for some \>0, supy # ,z\ | g( y)& g(z)&Qg ( y, z)|| y&z|
+hg (z) for all z,
where ,z\=[ y: | y&z|<\]; Qg=0 when m=1; Qg is a (m&1)th degree
homogeneous polynomial in y&z with coefficients the partial derivatives of
g at z of orders 1 through m&1 when m>1; and g(z); its partial
derivatives of order m&1 and less, and hg (z), have finite : th moments.
2. THE COMBINED ESTIMATOR
Following the result of Olkin and Speigelman (1987) in the density
estimation case, Ullah and Vinod (1993) and Burman and Chaudhuri
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(1994) proposed the following combined estimate of %(x) by using the
parametric estimate f (; , x) and a nonparametric estimate g~ (x), say
% *(x)=* *f (; , x)+(1&* *) g~ (x), (2.1)
where
* *=
n&1 ni=1 [ f (;
(i), Xi)& g~ (i) (Xi)][Yi& f (; , Xi)]
n&1 ni=1 [ f (; , Xi)& g~ (Xi)]
2
+1; (2.2)
; (i) and g~ (i) (Xi) are leave-one-out versions of ; and g~ (Xi).
We note that Ullah and Vinod (1993) did not obtain any asymptotic
result for * * or % *(x), and in their case the nonparametric estimate g~ (x) is
the kernel estimate, g~ (i) (X i) is g~ (Xi) in (2.2), and f (; (i), Xi)=f (; , Xi)=Xi;
is linear. Burman and Chaudhuri (1994) considered the case where the
regressor X is fixed taking values in a compact set of Rd and derived the
rate of convergence of % *(x). Specifically, they showed that the rate of con-
vergence of % *(x) depends crucially on how close the parametric model is
to the true model: In the case where f (;, x) is not too far from %(x), the
rate of convergence of % *(x) is faster than that of the nonparametric
estimator and does not depend on d, the dimension of the regressor X (free
from ‘‘the Curse of Dimensionality’’). However, they did not present the
asymptotic distributions of % *(x) and * *. This is the purpose of the present
paper.
To facilitate the derivation of the asymptotic distribution of % *(x), we
will specify the nonparametric estimate g~ (x) as the kernel estimate g^(x)
defined in (2.3) below and derive the asymptotic distribution of a modified
version of % *(x) for random regressor X. Throughout, ; denotes the non-
linear least squares estimate under the assumption that the parametric
model is correct.
The NadarayaWatson kernel estimate is defined as
g^(x)#
r^(x)
h (x)
, (2.3)
with
r^(x)=
1
nad
:
n
i=1
Yi K \x&Xia + , (2.4)
h (x)=
1
nad
:
n
i=1
K \x&Xia + , (2.5)
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where K is a product kernel with univariate kernel function k( } ) and
a#an  0 is a bandwidth. Note that h (x) is the kernel estimate of the
density function, h(x), of the regressor X.
Our approach to the formulation of the combined estimator of %(x) is
more straightforward than that of Burman and Chaudhuri (1994). It is
based on the compound model,
Yi=*f (;, Xi)+(1&*) %(Xi)+ui , (2.6)
or equivalently,
Yi& f (;, Xi)=(*&1)[ f (;, Xi)&%(Xi)]+ui , (2.7)
where ui is the error in the compound model. Note that in (2.6) or (2.7),
*=1 if the parametric model is correct; *=0 otherwise. Hence, * can be
regarded as a parameter, the value of which indicates the correctness of the
parametric model. The issue is to consistently estimate *. We construct an
estimator of * in two steps: First, we replace f (;, Xi) and %(Xi) in (2.7) by
f (; , Xi) and g^(i) (Xi) respectively, where g^(i) (Xi) is the leave-one-out version
of the kernel estimate g^(Xi); Second, we estimate * from the resulting
model,
Yi& f (; , Xi)=(*&1)[ f (; , Xi)& g^(i) (Xi)]+u^i , (2.8)
where u^i=ui+[ f (;, Xi)& f (; , Xi)]+(1&*)[%(Xi)& g^(i) (X i)].
To overcome the random denominator problem, we multiply h (i) (Xi) on
both sides of Eq. (2.8) and obtain the OLS estimator of * from the
equation
h (i) (Xi)[Yi& f (; , Xi)]=:[h (i) (Xi) f (; , Xi)& r^(i) (Xi)]+h (i) (Xi) u^i , (2.9)
where :=*&1, h (i)(X i) and r^(i) (Xi) are leave-one-out versions of h (Xi) and
r^(Xi) given in (2.4) and (2.5), respectively.
The OLS estimate of a from (2.9) is
:^#* &1
=
n&1 ni=1 [h
(i) (Xi) f (; , Xi)& r^(i) (Xi)][h (i) (Xi)[Yi& f (; , Xi)]]
n&1 ni=1 [h
(i) (X i) f (; , Xi)& r^(i) (Xi)]2
. (2.10)
Given * , we can now define our combined estimator of %(x) by
% (x)=* f (; , x)+(1&* ) g^(x). (2.11)
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By comparing the definitions of % *(x) and % (x), we note immediately
that computationally % (x) may be less burdensome than % *(x) especially
for nonlinear regression models, because % (x) only requires one estimate of
;, i.e., ; , while % *(x) requires not only ; but also ; (i) for each and every
i=1, 2, ..., n. Theoretically, % (x) has the same rate of convergence as % *(x)
and is easier to handle than % (x). Therefore, in this paper, we will derive
the asymptotic distribution of % (x).
Throughout the rest of this paper, for any two functions h1 (x) and
h2 (x), we define the norm and the inner product as &h1&2= h21(x) h(x) dx
and (h1 , h2) = h1 (x) h2 (x) h(x) dx, where we recall that h( } ) is the den-
sity function of X. We use Kij to denote K((Xi&Xj)c) and Kxi to denote
K((x&Xi)a). Unless otherwise stated, all the limits are taken as n  .
3. CORRECT PARAMETRIC SPECIFICATION
In this section, we will derive the asymptotic distribution of % (x) when
the parametric model is correctly specified. We will accomplish this by first
providing an asymptotic expansion for % (x) up to Op (n&12), inclusive, and
then applying the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) for generalized multi-
linear forms in De Jong (1990) to the expansion.
We will make the following assumptions:
Assumption A. (A1) The error =#Y&%(X ) satisfies E |=4|<. The
conditional variance function _2 (x)#E[=2 | X=x] and m4 (x)#
E[=4 | X=x] are continuous. In addition, h(x) _2 (x) and h(x) m4 (x) are
bounded on Rd. The data [Yi , X i]ni=1 are i.i.d.
(A2) h # G2 and % # G
4
2 .
(A3) The kernel function k( } ) satisfies k # K2 . Let 0K= uu$K(u) du.
(A4) The window width a=an satisfies a  0, nad  , and nad+4  $
with 0<$<.
(A5) (a) Let B be a compact subset of Rq. The function f: B_Rd  R
is such that for each ; # B, f (;, } ) is measurable; for each x # Rd, f ( } , x) is
continuous, and the absolute value of f ( } , Xi) is dominated by a square
integrable function. (b) For each x # Rd, f ( } , x) is continuously differen-
tiable of order 2 on B, and the absolute values of the elements of Df ( } , Xi)
and D2f ( } , Xi) are dominated by square integrable functions.
(A6) The true parameter value ;0 # int B such that E[Df (;0 , X )
D$f (;0 , X )] and E[D2f (;0 , X)] are nonsingular.
Assumption (A1) is a standard assumption on the error =. The assump-
tion of boundedness of h(x) _2 (x) and h(x) m4 (x) is not very restrictive. It
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allows both _2 (x) and m4 (x) to be unbounded functions of x. Assump-
tion (A2) imposes smoothness and moment conditions on h(x) and %(x)
that were first used by Robinson (1988). For more explanation of (A2), see
Robinson (1988). (A3) states that the kernel function is a second order
kernel. (A4) states that the smoothing parameter is optimal in terms of
minimizing the asymptotic mean square error of the kernel density estimator
or of the kernel regression estimator. (A5) and (A6) are standard regularity
conditions commonly used in the literature on nonlinear regression models.
They ensure that the nonlinear least squares estimator ; converges to ;0 at
rate n&12 and is asymptotically normally distributed (see Jennrich (1969)
and White (1981)).
Denote the numerator and the denominator of (* &1) in (2.10) as * N1
and * D1 respectively. We first provide asymptotic expansions for * N1 , * D1 ,
and * &1.
Lemma 3.1. Define
b(x)=tr[0K[(x) h(x)(x$) %(x)+ 12h(x)(
2x x$) %(x)]]
and
B(Xi)=h(Xi) b(Xi)&E[h(X1) b(X1) Df (;0 , X1)]$ 7&1X Df (;0 , X i),
where 7X=E[Df (;0 , X1) D$f (;0 , X1)]. Suppose that Assumption A is
satisfied. Then the following results hold:
(a) (nad) * D1=_2D+op (1), where
_2D=$ | b2 (u) h(u) du+| K 2 (u) du | _2 (u) h2 (u) du;
(b) * N1=U1+U2+oP((nad2)&1), where
U1 =
a2
n
:
n
i=1
=iB(Xi) and
U2=
1
n(n&1) ad
: :
1i< jn
=i=jKij[h(Xi)+h(Xj)];
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(c) nad2 (U1+U2)  N(0, _2u) in distribution, where
_2u=$ | _2 (x) B2 (x) h(x) dx+2 | K2 (u) du _| _4 (x) h4 (x) dx& .
(d) a&d2 (* &1)=_&2D [na
d2 (U1+U2)]+op (1)  N(0, _2:) in distri-
bution, where _2:=_
&4
D _
2
u .
It is worth mentioning the following results from Lemma 3.1: First,
Lemma 3.1(d) implies that * approaches 1 in probability. Hence the com-
bined estimate % (x) eventually places zero weight on the kernel estimate
g^(x) in the case where the parametric model is correct; second, Lemma
3.1(b) and (c) imply that nad2* N1  N(0, _2u) in distribution. This or
Lemma 3.1(d) can be used to construct consistent tests for the parametric
specification of the unknown regression function. For example, consider
using Lemma 3.1(d) in this context: The null hypothesis is H0 : P(%(X )=
f (;0 , X ))=1 and the alternative hypothesis is H1=P(%(X )=f (;, X ))<1
for all ;. Obviously, *=1 under H0 and *=0 under H1 . Hence, a consis-
tent test for H0 versus H1 can be constructed based on * for which the
asymptotic distribution of * given in Lemma 3.1(d) will be very useful. We
shall not get into the details here in order not to distract the reader from
the main theme of this paper.
We now use Lemma 3.1 to develop an asymptotic expansion for the
combined estimator % (x) defined in (2.11). For this, we note that the
following expression holds:
% (x)&%(x)=* [ f (; , x)& f (;0 , x)]&:^[ g^(x)&%(x)]. (3.1)
From Lemma 3.1, it follows that * =Op (1) and :^=Op (ad2). Since
f (; , x)& f (;0 , x)=Op (n&12) and g^(x)&%(x)=Op ((nad)&12, we know
that both terms on the right hand side of (3.1) are of the same order n&12.
Thus, both terms will contribute to the asymptotic distribution of % (x).
Below, we extract the dominant terms from each of these two terms and
collect them in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.2. Let
Hn(Xi)=[D$f(;0 , Xi) 7&1X Df (;0 , x)&$b(x) B(Xi)[_
2
Dh(x)]],
Hn (X i , Xj)=
_B(Xi) K((x&Xj)a)+B(Xj) K((x&Xi)a)+b(x) Kij[h(Xi)+h(Xj)]&
_2Dh(x)
,
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and
Hn (Xi , X j , Xk)={Kij[h(Xi)+h(Xj)] K \x&Xka +
+Kkj[h(Xk)+h(Xj)] K \x&Xia +
+Kik[h(Xi)+h(Xk)] K \x&Xja +=<[_2D h(x)].
Then under the assumptions of Lemma 3.1, we get
n12[% (x)&%(x)]
=
1
n12
:
i
= iHn (X i)&
a2
n12
: :
i< j
=i=jHn (Xi , Xj)
&
1
n12 (n&1) ad
: : :
i< j<k
= i= j=kHn (Xi , Xj , Xk)+op (1).
From Proposition 3.2, one can see that the asymptotic distribution of
% (x) will be more complicated than that of f (; , x) due to the influence of
g^(x) on % (x). The result is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.1, we have n12[% (x)
&%(x)]  N(0, _2c ) in distribution, where
_2c =| _D$f (;0 , u) 7&1X Df (;0 , x)& 1_2Dh(x) $b(x) B(u)&
2
_2 (u) h(u) du
+
2$
_4Dh
2 (x) __2 (x) h(x) | _2 (u) B2 (u) h(u) du
+2b2 (x) | _4 (u) h4 (u) du& | K 2 (v) dv
+
12
_4Dh
2 (x) {_2 (x) h(x) | _4 (u) h4 (u) du=_| K2 (v) dv&
2
.
Theorem 3.3 states that in the case where the parametric model is
correct, the combined estimator % (x) converges to %(x) at the parametric
rate and is asymptotically normally distributed. Similar results were also
observed in Gozalo and Linton (1995), Clad (1998), and other papers
alluded to in Section 1. However, the parametric rate of convergence of our
combined estimator % (x) is achieved by letting the smoothing parameter
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approach zero with respect to sample size n (see (A4)), while the same rate
of convergence of other combined estimators is only achieved when the
smoothing parameter is kept fixed.
4. INCORRECT PARAMETRIC SPECIFICATION
In this section, we will investigate the asymptotic distribution of % (x)
when the parametric model is incorrectly specified in the sense that the
distance between %(x) and the family of parametric functions f (;, x) is a
positive constant. For this, we, replace (A6) with (A6$) given below.
(A6$) There exists a unique ;* # int B such that ;*=arg min; # B
E[Y& f (;, X)]2. In addition, E[Df(;*, X) D$f (;*, X)] and E[D2f (;*, X )]
are nonsingular.
White (1981) showed that under (A5) and (A6$), ; converges to ;* at
rate n&12 and is asymptotically normally distributed.
As in Section 3, we first examine * .
Lemma 4.1. Under (A1)(A5) and (A6$), the following results hold:
(a) * D1= [ f (;*, x)&%(x)]2 h3 (x) dx+op (1);
(b) The numerator of * , * N (say), satisfies * N= &a2  [ f (;*, x)&
%(x)] h2 (x) b(x) dx+op ((nad)&12);
(c) * =&a2b*+op ((nad)&12), where
b*=
 [ f (;*, v)&%(v)] h2 (v) b(v) dv
 [ f (;*, v)&%(v)]2 h3 (v) dv
.
As opposed to Lemma 3.1, Lemma 4.1 states that if the parametric
model is incorrect, then the combined estimate % (x) places zero weight on
the parametric estimate in the limit. However, the parametric estimate
f (; , x) will affect the asymptotic distribution of % (x) as is obvious from the
expression
(nad)12 [% (x)&%(x)]
=(nad)12 * [ f (; , x)&%(x)]+(nad)12 (1&* )[ g^(x)&%(x)]
=(nad)12 [&a2b*+op ((nad)&12)][ f (; , x)&%(x)]
+(nad)12 (1+op (1))[ g^(x)&%(x)]
=&$12b*[ f (; , x)&%(x)]+(nad)12 [ g^(x)&%(x)]+op (1), (4.1)
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where we have used Lemma 4.1. The asymptotic distribution of % (x)
follows immediately from (4.1) and the asymptotic distribution of the
kernel estimate g^(x) (see, e.g., Bierens (1987)).
Theorem 4.2. Under (A1)(A5) and (A6$), we have
(nad)12 [% (x)&%(x)]
 N \&$12b*[ f (;*, x)&%(x)]+$b(x)h(x) ,
_2 (x)
h(x) | K
2 (u) du+
in distribution.
We point out that Theorem 4.2 or (4.1) imply that in the case where the
parametric model is incorrect, the combined estimate % (x) not only con-
verges to %(x) at the same rate as the kernel estimate g^(x) but also has the
same asymptotic variance as g^(x). The parametric estimate f (; , x) only
changes the center of the asymptotic distribution of % (x). In the case where
b*[ f (;*, x)&%(x)]>0, the asymptotic bias of % (x) is smaller than that of
the kernel estimate g^(x).
5. APPROXIMATELY CORRECT PARAMETRIC SPECIFICATION
Theorems 3.3 and 4.2 imply that the combined estimator % (x) can never
do worse than the kernel estimator g^(x) in terms of convergence rate no
matter how far apart the parametric model and the true model are, and in
the case where the parametric model is the right one, % (x) has the same
convergence rate as the parametric estimator f (; , x). This certainly makes
the combined estimator % (x) superior to the kernel estimator. In practice
it is rarely the case that the chosen parametric model correctly describes
the data, but often the parametric model is not too far from the true model.
The purpose of this section is then to examine the asymptotic distribution
of % (x) when the parametric model is approximately correct in the sense
that &%(x)& f (;, x)&  0 as the sample size n approaches .
To make the technical analysis feasible, we consider the case where
%(x)= f (;0 , x)+$n 2(x), (5.1)
where $n  0 and 2(x) is continuous with &2(x)&<.
Under (5.1), &%(x)& f (;0 , x)&=$n &2(x)&. The rate of convergence of
% (x) depends crucially on the magnitude of $n in relation to n&12 and
(nad)&12. We will derive the asymptotic distribution of % (x) for three cases:
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(a) $n=o(n&12); (b) $n (nad)12  ; and (c) $n is between n&12 and
(nad)&12.
We replace (A6) with the following assumption:
(A6") Assume (Df (;0 , x), 2(x)) =0.
Assumption (A6") is made for convenience. It ensures that under (5.1),
; still converges to ;0 at rate n&12 and is asymptotically normally
distributed.
Lemma 5.1. Under (5.1), and (A1)(A5), and (A6"), the following results
hold:
(a) If $n=o(n&12), then
(nad) * D1 =_2D+op (1),
* N1=U1+U2+op ((nad2)&1),
a&d2 (* &1)=_&2D [na
d2 (U1+U2)]+op (1),
where _2D , U1 , and U2 are defined in Lemma 3.1;
(b) If $n (nad)12  , then
$&2n * D1 =E[h
2 (X) 22 (X)]+op (1),
$&2n * N=[$n(na
d)12]&1 $12E[2(X) h(X) b(X)]+op ([$n (nad)12]&1),
$n (nad)12 * =
$12E[2(X) h(X) b(X)]
E[h2 (X) 22 (X)]
+op (1);
(c) If n&12=o($n) and $n=o((nad)&12), then
(nad) * D1 =_2D+op (1),
(nad)12
$n
* N1=$12E[h(X) b(X) 2(X)]+op (1),
($n (nad)12)&1 (* &1)=_&2D $
12E[h(X ) b(X ) 2(x)]+op (1).
The results in Lemma 5.1 are very interesting: If the parametric model is
very close to the true regression model in the sense that $n=o(n&12), then
the behavior of * is exactly the same as that in the case where the
parametric model is correct, in particular, it places zero weight on the
kernel estimate asymptotically; If $n is relatively large in the sense that
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$n (nad)12  , then * behaves in a similar way to the case where the
parametric model is incorrect; If $n is in between n&12 and (nad)&12, then
* places zero weight on the kernel estimate in the limit as in (a) but at a
slower rate.
Theorem 5.2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 5.1, we have
(a) If $n=o(n&12), then
n12[% (x)&%(x)]  N(0, _2c), in distribution,
where _2c is defined in Theorem 3.3;
(b) If $n (nad)12  , then
(nad)12[% (x)&%(x)]
 N \&$
12E[2(X ) h(X ) b(X )]
E[h2 (X )22 (X )]
2(x)+
$b(x)
h(x)
,
_2 (x)
h(x) | K
2 (u) du+;
in distribution;
(c) If n&12=o($n) and $n=o((nad)&12), then
$&1n [% (x)&%(x)]  N \&$
32b(x)
_2Dh(x)
E[h(X) b(X ) 2(X )]&2(x),
$_2 (x)
_4Dh(x)
[E[h(X) b(X ) 2(X )]]2 | K2 (u) du+ ,
in distribution.
Theorem 5.2(a) and (c) are very encouraging. They imply that when the
true regression model is not too far from the parametric model used to
construct % in the sense that $n=o((nad)&12), the convergence rate of the
combined estimator % (x) is faster than that of the kernel estimate and is
dimension-free. Thus one would expect that % (x) perform much better than
the kernel estimator especially in high dimensions. In addition, when the
true model is close to the parametric model ($n=o(n&12)), the combined
estimator has the same asymptotic distribution as in the case where the
parametric model is correct. We also note from Theorem 5.2(a) and (c)
that although % (x) places zero weight on the kernel estimate in both cases,
it has different asymptotic distribution due to different rate of convergence
of * or * &1.
There are two other cases that are not covered by Lemma 5.1 and
Theorem 5.2. These are: (a) $n=O(n&12); (b) $n=O(nad)&12). Obviously,
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these two cases can be handled in exactly the same way as above. For com-
pleteness, we summarize the results in the following theorem without
providing the proofs.
Theorem 5.3. Under the assumptions of Lemma 5.1, we have
(a) If $nn12  #a , where 0<#a<, then
(nad) * D1 =_2D+op (1),
* N1=U1+U2+
1
nad2
#a $12E[h(X ) b(X ) 2(X )]
+op ((nad2)&1),
a&d2 (* &1)=_&2D [na
d2 (U1+U2)+#a $12E[h(X ) b(X ) 2(X )]]+op (1).
Consequently, n12[% (x)&%(x)] 
N \&#a $E[h(X ) b(X ) 2(X )] b(x)_2Dh(x) ,
_2c+
#2a $[E[h(X) b(X) 2(X)]]
2 _2 (x)
_4Dh(x) | K
2 (u) du+ ,
in distribution;
(b) If $n (nad)12  #b , where 0<#b<, then
(nad) * D1 =E[$12b(X )&#bh(X ) 2(X )]2
+| K 2 (u) du | _2 (u) h2 (u) du+op (1),
$&2n * N=#b $
12E[2(X ) h(X ) b(X )]+$E[b2 (X)]+op (1),
* =
#2b[#b $
12E[2(X ) h(X ) b(X )]+$E[b2 (X )]]
E[$12b(X )&#bh(X ) 2(X )]2+ K2 (u) du  _2 (u) h2 (u) du
+op (1)
#+*+op (1).
In addition, (nad)12 [% (x)&%(x)]  N(&#b+* 2(x)+(1&+*)($b(x)h(x)),
(1&+*)2 (_2 (x)h(x))  K 2 (u) du) in distribution.
We mentioned in Section 3 that both * N1 and * can be used to construct
consistent model specification tests. Theorem 5.3(a) can be used to analyze
the local power properties of the resulting tests. In particular, under
appropriate conditions, one can show that such tests may have non-trivial
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power against sequences of local alternatives that converge to the true
model at rate n&12 depending on the sign of E[h(X ) b(X ) 2(X )]. This
result is similar to the corresponding result in Fan (1994) in the context of
testing goodness-of-fit of a parametric density function. Theorem 5.3(a)
also states that if $n=O(n&12), then % (x) places zero weight on the kernel
estimate. This is consistent with our earlier observations, because in this
case $n=o((nad)&12). However, the asymptotic distribution of % (x) is
different. More interestingly, if $n=O((nad)&12), then % (x) places non-zero
weight on both f (; , x) and g^(x). However, the asymptotic variance of % (x)
is determined by the kernel estimate g^(x).
6. MONTE CARLO RESULTS
In this section, we report results from a small Monte Carlo simulation
study to examine the finite sample performance of the proposed combined
estimator of the regression function, % (x) in (2.11). This combined estimator
is compared with the parametric estimator f (; , x), kernel estimator g^(x),
and an alternative combined estimator due to Glad (1998) as
% (x)=
ni=1 (Yi f (; , x)f (; , Xi)) K((Xi&x)a)
ni=1 K((Xi&x)a)
. (6.1)
Such a Monte Carlo comparison is useful since the analytical expressions for
the asymptotic bias and variance of % (x) are too complicated to have
meaningful comparisons with the corresponding analytical expressions of the
parametric, kernel, and Glad’s combined estimators.
Another Monte Carlo simulation is carried out to study the behavior of
the test statistics
T1=a&d2
(* &1)
_^:
, T2=
nad2* N1
_^u
(6.2)
for testing the parametric specification of the unknown regression function,
where
_^2: =
_^2u
_^4D
, (6.3)
_^2u=
1
2adn(n&1)
:
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
j{i
e2i e
2
i K
2 \Xi&Xja + ( h (Xi)+ h (Xj))2, (6.4)
_^2D=
1
ad (n&1)2
:
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
j{i
e2j K
2 \Xi&Xja + , (6.5)
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and ei=Yi& f (; , Xi). Under certain conditions, both T1 and T2 tend to
N(0, 1) in distribution as n   (see Lemma 3.1(d) and (c)) and they are
described in Section 3 following Lemma 3.1.
6.1. Performance of % (x)
To conduct a Monte Carlo simulation we assume the data generating pro-
cess,
Y=;0+;1X+;2X2+#[#1 sin(?(X&1) #2)]+=, (6.6)
where ;0=60.50, ;1=&17, ;2=2, #1=10, #2=0.44, ?=3.1416, and # is
the misspecification parameter which determines the deviation from the
parametric specification f (;, X)=;0+;1+;2X2. This parameter # is chosen
as 0, 0.3, and 1.0 in order to consider the cases of correct parametric
specification (#=0), approximately correct parametric specification
(#=0.3) and incorrect parametric specification (#=1.0). In addition to
varying #, the sample size n is varied as n=50, 100, and 500. Both X and
= are generated from standard normal populations. Further the number of
replications is 1000 in all cases. Finally, the normal kernel is used in all
cases and the optimal bandwidth a is taken as a=1.06n&15_^x is the sample
standard deviation of x, see Ha rdle (1990) for details on the choice of kernel
and bandwidth.
To compare the four techniques of obtaining the fitted value y^: f (; , X ),
g^(X ), % (X ) and % (x), we present in Table I the mean (m) and standard
deviation (s) of the mean squared errors (MSE), that is the mean and
standard deviation of 1n 
n
i=1 ( yi& y^i)
2 over 1000 replications, in each case
and see its closeness to the variance of = which is one. It is seen that when
the parametric model is correctly specified (#=0) our proposed combined
estimator % (x) performs at least as well as the parametric estimator f (; , X )
and it out performs the kernel estimator g^(X ). This continues to hold when
#=0.3, that is the parametric model is approximately correct. However,
when the parametric model is incorrectly specified (#=1) then the com-
bined estimator performs better than the kernel estimator g^(X ) for small
samples but for large samples their performances are similar. Further when
#=1 the combined estimator performs better than the parametric regres-
sion for larger sample sizes. These results are consistent with the rates
results for the combined estimator in Section 3. Similar findings can be seen
for the Glad’s combined estimator % (x) compared to parametric and kernel
estimators. With regard to the comparison of the combined estimators % (x)
and % (x) we note that while both have similar performances for large
samples, % (x) tends to out perform % (x) for smaller samples.
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TABLE I
Mean (m) and Standard Deviation (s) of the MSE of Fitted Values
# n f (; , x) g^(x) % (x) % (x)
0.0 50 m 0.9365 10.7280 0.8908 0.9067
s 0.1921 2.5773 0.1836 0.1796
100 m 0.9737 7.5312 0.9406 0.9571
s 0.1421 1.2578 0.1393 0.1386
500 m 0.9935 3.2778 0.9894 0.9801
s 0.0041 0.1970 0.0636 0.0643
0.3 50 m 1.4954 11.7159 0.9299 0.9501
s 0.5454 3.1516 0.2162 0.1892
100 m 1.6761 8.2164 0.9602 0.9720
s 0.4811 1.5510 0.2001 0.1870
500 m 1.8414 3.5335 1.0374 1.0412
s 0.2818 0.2485 0.0652 0.0646
1.0 50 m 7.2502 16.9386 2.6089 1.9710
s 5.2514 5.3785 1.0861 0.7925
100 m 8.7423 11.8223 2.0001 1.8679
s 4.8891 2.7239 0.6143 0.5306
500 m 10.4350 4.8395 1.6320 1.6300
s 2.9137 0.4689 0.1466 0.1479
6.2. Performance of Test Statistics T1 and T2
Here we conduct a Monte Carlo simulation to evaluate the size and
power of the T-tests in (6.2). The null hypothesis we want to test is the
linear regression model is correct,
H0 : %(x)=E(Y | X=x)= f (;, x)=;0+;1x1+;2x2 , (6.7)
where ; ’s are parameters and x1 and x2 are the regressors. To investigate
the size of the test we consider the model in which the dependent variable
is generated by
Yi=1+X1i+X2i+=i , (6.8)
where the error term =j is drawn independently from the standard normal
distribution, and the regressors X1 and X2 are defined as X1=Z1 ,
X2=(Z1+Z2)- 2; Z1 and Z2 are vectors of independent random numbers
of size n. To investigate the power of the test we consider an alternative
model by adding the interaction term X1iX2i into the null model (6.7),
Yi=1+X1i+X2i+X1iX2i+= i . (6.9)
In all experiments, we consider sample sizes of 100, 300, and 500 and we
perform 1000 replications. The kernel function K is chosen to be the
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TABLE II
Proportion of Rejections in the Model Y=1+X1+X2+=
Parameter c n Tests 10 50 100
0.5 100 T1 0.8 6.5 11.7
T2 0.3 3.8 10.7
300 T1 1.5 5.0 10.0
T2 0.8 5.4 10.1
500 T1 0.5 4.0 10.1
T2 0.5 4.5 10.2
1.0 100 T1 4.1 9.7 15.2
T2 0.4 3.4 8.5
300 T1 2.2 7.2 12.7
T2 1.0 5.5 10.5
500 T1 1.5 5.5 11.3
T2 1.0 4.4 9.8
2.0 100 T1 9.1 17.3 21.6
T2 0.5 2.0 5.8
300 T1 5.7 11.7 16.9
T2 1.1 3.3 8.0
500 T1 4.7 11.4 16.1
T2 0.9 4.7 9.4
TABLE III
Proportion of Rejections in the Model Y=1+X1+X2+X1X2+=
Parameter c n Tests 10 50 100
0.5 100 T1 0.6 10.6 24.7
T2 15.0 36.7 47.6
300 T1 30.5 67.6 80.0
T2 66.2 82.9 90.3
500 T1 91.1 93.0 96.4
T2 91.2 96.7 98.3
1.0 100 T1 0.4 14.2 37.2
T2 62.2 75.9 83.3
300 T1 56.5 94.5 98.4
T2 99.5 99.7 99.9
500 T1 95.9 100.0 100.0
T2 100.0 100.0 100.0
2.0 100 T1 0.3 13.0 27.9
T2 92.2 95.6 97.0
300 T1 0.1 66.7 97.8
T2 100.0 100.0 100.0
500 T1 27.9 99.4 100.0
T2 100.0 100.0 100.0
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bivariate standard normal density function and the bandwidth a is chosen
to be cn&26 where c is a constant. The bandwidth satisfies nad   and
nad+4  0 where d=2 in our case. To analyze whether the tests are sen-
sitive to the choice of bandwidth we calculate the test statistics for c equal
to 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0. The critical values for the tests are from the standard
normal table.
The results of the size study are shown in Table II. The T2 test has ade-
quate size in most cases. Further the sizes get closer to the limiting sizes
when n becomes large. Also the size is not much sensitive to the choice of
bandwidth. The size behavior of T1-test is generally inferior to T2 -test and
it is sensitive to the choice of bandwidth.
Table III gives the results of the power study. The powers of the T2 -test
are very high in most cases and quickly converge to 1. Further the power
increases with sample size in all cases for any chosen bandwidth. Finally
the power behavior of T1 -test is inferior to T2 -test both across the
bandwidth and sample size. In view of much better size and power perfor-
mances of T2 over T1 we recommend using T2 in practice.
7. CONCLUDING COMMENTS
This paper proposes a new estimator % (x) of the regression function %(x)
by combining a parametric estimator f (; , x) and a kernel estimator g^(x).
The weight * given to the parametric estimator is estimated by OLS proce-
dure applied to the compound model. Under general conditions, we show
that the new estimator has desirable properties: It converges to %(x) at a
rate that is no slower than that of the kernel estimator; in cases where the
parametric model is not too far from the true regression model, % (x)
converges to %(x) at a faster rate than the kernel estimator, and its rate of
convergence is independent of the dimension of X, which makes the new
estimator more appealing than the kernel especially in high dimensions;
when the parametric model is correct, % (x) converges at the same rate as
the parametric estimator.
There are several issues that deserve further investigation. First, we note
that in constructing % (x), the same kernel estimator (smoothing parameter)
is used to estimate both * and %(x) (see (2.10) and (2.11)). This has the
advantage that % (x) only depends on one smoothing parameter a. It is
quite legitimate to use one kernel estimate (with smoothing parameter a,
say) to construct * and then use another (with smoothing parameter b,
say) to form % (x). In this case, since * involves averages of kernel estimates,
it may be beneficial to undersmooth the data, i.e., choose a such that
nad+4  0, see, e.g., Carroll and Ha rdle (1989), Ha rdle, Hart, Marron, and
Tsybakov (1992), and Linton (1995). However, given * , % (x) depends on
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the smoothing parameter b only through kernel estimate g^b (x) (say). Thus
it makes sense to choose b optimally. Second, it is also possible to use
other nonparametric estimators in constructing the combined estimator.
One interesting case is to consider using estimates based on local likelihood
approach, the simplest one being the local linear smoother; see Fan and
Gijbels (1992).
8. TECHNICAL LEMMAS AND PROOFS
We first provide four technical lemmas which will be used frequently in
this section. The first two lemmas can be found in, e.g., Bierens (1987) and
the last two lemmas are taken from Fan and Li (1996).
Lemma 8.1. (1ad) E[K((X&x)a)]=h(x)+o(1).
Lemma 8.2. (1ad) E[K((X&x)a)[%(x)&%(X)]]=a2b(x)+o(a2), where
b(X)=12tr(0K (X)(X$)[%(X) h(X)])&
1
2%(X) tr(0K (X)(X$) h(X)).
Lemma 8.3. For *, + satisfying l&1<*l, m&1<+m, where l1,
m1 are integers, and for $1, let f # G* , g # G
$
+ , k # Kl+m&1 . Then,
|E[[g(X2)& g(X1)] K21 | X1]|Dg (X1)(a(d+’)),
where Dg ( } ) has finite $th moment and ’=min(*+1, +).
Lemma 8.4. For + satisfying m&1<+m, where m1 is an integer,
and for $1, let g # G2$+ and ‘=min(+, 1). Suppose supu[|u|
$‘+d K$ (u)]
<. Then,
|E[[g(X2)& g(X1)]$ K $21 | X1]|Mg (X1)(a
($‘+d )),
where Mg ( } ) has finite second moment.
In the rest of this section, we will provide shortened proofs for the results
stated in Sections 35 for the case where the parametric regression model
is linear: f (;, x)=;$x. In this case, Df (;0 , x)=x. Detailed proofs can be
found in Fan and Ullah (1996). The corresponding proofs for nonlinear
f (;, x) are essentially the same except that there will be more non-domi-
nant terms.
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Proof of Lemma 3.1. (a) It follows from (2.10) and the definition of
* D1 that
* D1 =n&1 :
n
i=1
[h (i) (Xi)(; &;*)$ Xi]2+n&1 :
n
i=1
[h (i) (Xi) ;*$Xi&r^(i) (Xi)]2
+2n&1 :
n
i=1
[h (i) (Xi)(; &;*)$ Xi][h (i) (Xi) ;*$Xi& r^(i) (Xi)]
#ID+IID+2IIID , (8.1)
where ;*#plim; =;0 under correct model specification and in this case
;*$x=%(x). In the following, we will show that (nad) ID=op (1),
(nad) IID=_2D+op (1), and (na
d) IIID=op (1). These results and (8.1) lead
to (a).
First we consider
ID =(; &;*)$ _n&1 :
n
i=1
[h (i) (Xi)]2 Xi X$i& (; &;*)
#(; &;*)$ AD(; &;*). (8.2)
With slight abuse of notation, we have
E |AD |E |[h (1) (X1)]2 X1X$1|
=
1
(n&1)2 a2d
: :
j{k{1
E(K1 j K1k |X1X$1| )
+
1
(n&1)2 a2d
:
j{1
E(K 21 j |X1X$1| )
=
(n&2)
(n&1) a2d
E[[E(K12 | X1)]2 |X1X$1|]
+
1
(n&1) a2d
E(K 212 |X1X$1| )
=O \ 1a2d+ O(a2d)+O \
1
na2d+ O(ad)
=O(1)+O \ 1nad+=O(1),
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by Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 in Robinson (1988), where recall that
Kij=K((Xi&Xj)a). Thus, we get AD=Op (1). It follows from (8.2), (A5),
and (A6) that ID=Op (n&1)=op ((nad)&1).
Next, we examine IID : IID=n&1 ni=1 [h
(i) (Xi) ;*$Xi&r^(i) (Xi)]2. We’ll
first show that
IID=c1 (n)+c2 (n)+op ((nad)&1), (8.3)
where
c1 (n)=
1
(n&1) a2d
E[=22K
2
21],
(8.4)
c2 (n)=
1
(n&1)2 a2d
E _ :
n
i=2
[%(Xi)&;*$X1] K i1 &
2
.
Then we shall show that
(nad) c1 (n)=| K2 (u) du | _2 (u) h2 (u) du+o(1),
(8.5)
(nad) c2 (n)=$ | b2 (u) h(u) du+o(1).
For convenience, we define = (i) (Xi) and g (i) (Xi) in a similar way to
g^(i) (Xi) with =j and %(Xj) replacing Yj in g^(i) (Xi) respectively. Noting that
g^(i) (Xi)== (i) (X i)+ g (i) (X i), we get
IID =
1
n
:
i
[= (i) (Xi) h (i) (Xi)]2+
1
n
:
i
[ g (i) (Xi)&;*$Xi]2 [h (i) (Xi)]2
+
2
n
:
i
[= (i) (Xi) h (i) (Xi)][ g (i) (Xi)&;*$Xi] h (i) (Xi)
#IIF+IIT+2IIS. (8.6)
We will complete the proof of (8.3) by showing that
IIF=c1 (n)+op ((nad)&1), (8.7)
IIS=op ((nad)&1), (8.8)
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and
IIT=c2 (n)+op ((nad)&1). (8.9)
Proof of (8.7). It follows from (8.6) that
IIF=
1
n(n&1)2 a2d
: : :
i{ j{k
=j=k KjiKki
+
1
n(n&1)2 a2d
: :
i{ j
=2j K
2
ji
#IIF1+IIF2 . (8.10)
We first show (nad) IIF1=op (1). It suffices to show that Var[(nad) IIF1]
=o(1), which follows immediately from
Var[(nad) IIF1]=
2
a2d
E[_2 (X2) _2 (X3) K21K31 K24 K34]
+
2
na2d
E[_2 (X2) _2 (X3) K 221K
2
31]
=O(ad)+O(n&1),
by change of variables or Lemmas 2 and 3 in Robinson (1988).
To analyze IIF2 , we let SiD=j{i =2j K
2
ji . Then, we have from (8.10),
IIF2=[n(n&1)2 a2d]&1  i S iD . We now show IIF2=c1 (n)+op ((nad)&1).
The result (8.7) will then follow from (8.10), this result, and (nad) IIF1
=op (1). Noting that E[IIF2]=c1 (n), it suffices to show Var[(nad) IIF2]
=o(1),
Var[(nad) IIF2]
1
n3a2d
[E[S 21D]+nCov[S1D , S2D]]. (8.11)
The first term on the right hand side of (8.11) equals (n3a2d)&1
E[E[S 21D | X1]]=O(n
&1)=o(1) by Lemmas 2 and 3 in Robinson (1988),
since
E[S 21D | X1]nE(m4 (X2) K
4
21 | X1)+n
2[E(_2 (X2) K 221 | X1)]
2.
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Now consider the second term on the right hand side of (8.11): It equals
1
n2a2d
[E[S1DS2D]&E[S1D] E[S2D]]
=
1
n2a2d
:
n
i=3
[E[=4i K
2
i1K
2
i2]&E[=
2
i K
2
i1] E[=
2
i K
2
i2]]
+
1
n2a2d
:
n
j=3
[E[=22K
2
21=
2
j K
2
j2]&E[=
2
2K
2
21] E[=
2
j K
2
j2]]
+
1
n2a2d
:
n
i=2
[E[=2i K
2
i1 =
2
1K
2
12]&E[=
2
i K
2
i1] E[=
2
1K
2
12]]
=
1
n2a2d
(n&2) E[=43 K
2
31K
2
32]&
1
n2a2d
(n&2) E[=23K
2
31] E[=
2
3 K
2
32]
+
1
n2a2d
[(n&2) E[=22 K
2
21=
2
3 K
2
32]&(n&2) E[=
2
2K
2
21] E[=
2
3K
2
32]]
+
1
n2a2d
[E[=22K
2
21=
2
1K
2
12]+(n&2) E[=
2
3K
2
31=
2
1K
2
12]]
&
1
n2a2d
[(n&1) E[=22 K
2
21] E[=
2
1K
2
12]]
=
1
n2a2d
[O(ad)+O(na2d)]
=o(1) by Lemmas 2 and 3 in Robinson (1988).
Proof of (8.8). Now the third term on the right hand side of (8.6) is
IIS=[n(n&1) ad]&1 ni=1 [=
(i) (Xi) h (i) (Xi)]Ti , where T i= j{i [%(Xj)&
;*$Xi] Kji #j{i tji with t ji=[%(Xj)&;*$Xi] Kji . So, we get
E[(nadIIS)2]
=
1
n2 _E {:i [=
(i) (Xi) h (i) (Xi)]2 T 2i =
+E { :i{ j [=
(i) (Xi) h (i) (Xi)][= ( j) (Xj) h ( j) (Xj)] TiTj=& . (8.12)
Let ti=E[tji | Xi]. Then
E[(T1&t21)2 | X1]= :
n
j=3
Var[t j1 | X1]+(n&2)2 t21
nE[t231 | X1]+n
2t21 . (8.13)
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Define Fn1=_(X1 , ..., Xn). Then, E[[=
(i) (Xi) h (i) (Xi)]2 | Fn1]=(na
d)&2
j{i _2 (Xj) K 2ji . Thus, the first term on the right hand side of (8.12) equals
1
n3a2d
E _T 21 :i{1 _
2 (Xi) K 2i1&

2
n2a2d
E[(T1&t21)2 _2 (X2) K 221]+
2
n2a2d
E[t221_
2 (X2) K 221]

2
n2a2d
[E[[E[(T1&t21)2 | X1]]2]]12
_[E[[E(_2 (X2) K 221 | X1)]
2]]12
+
2
n2a2d
[E(t421)]
12 [E[_4 (X1) K 421]]
12

2
n2a2d
[E[[nE(t221 | X1)+n
2t21]
2]]12 [O(ad)]
+
2
n2a2d
[O(a4+d)]12 [O(ad)]12
=
2
n2a2d
[n2[O(a2+d)]2+n4[O(a2(d+2))]2]12 O(ad)+
2
n2a2d
O(a2+d)
={O \ a
4
n2ad++O(a8)=
12
+O \ a
2
n2ad+=o(1), (8.14)
by (8.13), Lemmas 8.3 and 8.4, and Lemmas 2 and 3 in Robinson (1988).
Using the fact that E[[= (1) (X1) h (1) (X1)][= (2) (X2) h (2) (X2)] | Fn1]=
(nad)&2 ni=3 _
2 (Xi) Ki1K i2 , the second term on the right hand side of
(8.12) is less than or equal to
|E[[= (1) (X1) h (1) (X1)][= (2) (X2) h (2) (X2)] T1T2]|
= }E _ 1n2a2d :
n
i=3
_2 (Xi) Ki1 Ki2 T1T2&}

C
na2d
|E[_2 (X3) K31K32 (T1&t21&t31)2]|
+
C
na2d
|E[_2 (X3) K31K32t221]|+
C
na2d
|E[_2 (X3) K31K32t231]|
#B1D+B2D+B3D . (8.15)
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To analyze the order of B1D , note that
E(T 41 | X1)CE _{ :
n
i=2
(t i1&t1)=
4
| X1&+Cn4t41
=CE {_ :
n
i=2
(t i1&t1)4+: :
n
i{ j=2
(ti1&t1)2 (tj1&t1)2& | X1 =
+Cn4t41
CnE(t421 | X1)+Cn
2[E(t221 | X1)]
2+Cn4t41 . (8.16)
Therefore,
B1D 
1
na2d
[E[_4 (X3) |K31K32 |] E[(T1&t21&t31)4 |K31K32 |]]12
=
1
na2d
[E[_4 (X3)[E( |K31| | X3)]2]]12
_[E[E[(T1&t21&t31)4 | X1] E[ |K31| E( |K32 | | X3) | X1]]]12
=
1
na2d
[O(ad)[O(n2a4(1+d ))+O(n4a6d+8)]12]
=O(a2+d)+O(na2d+4)=o(1),
where we have used (8.16), Lemmas 8.3 and 8.4, and Lemmas 2 and 3 in
Robinson (1988). Similarly, we can show that B2D=o(1) and B3D=o(1).
Hence, IIS=op ((nad)&1).
Proof of (8.9). From (8.6), we have IIT=[n(n&1)2 a2d]&1 ni=1 T
2
i .
Thus,
Var[nadIIT]
1
n3a2d
E[T 41]+
1
n2a2d
Cov[T 21 , T
2
2]#C1+C2 . (8.17)
From (8.16) and (8.17), it follows that C1=(n3a2d)&1 E[E(T 41 | X1)]=
O(a4n)+O(na2d+8)=o(1). It remains to consider C2 :
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C2 =
1
n2a2d
: : : :
i{ j{k{l
[E(t i1 tj1 tk2 tl2)&E(ti1 t j1) E(tk2 t l2)]
+
1
n2a2d
: : :
j{k{l
[E(t2j1 tk2 tl2)&E(t
2
j1) E(tk2 tl2)]
+
1
n2a2d
: : :
i{ j{k
[E(ti1 tj1 t2k2)&E(t i1 t j1) E(t
2
k2)]
+
4
n2a2d
: : :
i{ j{l
[E(ti1 t j1 ti2 tl2)&E(t i1 tj1) E(t i2 t l2)]
+
1
n2a2d
: :
i{ j
[E(t2i1 t
2
j2)&E(t
2
i1) E(t
2
j2)]
+
C
n2a2d
: :
i{ j
[E(ti1 t j1 ti2 tj2)&E(t i1 tj1) E(t i2 tj2)]
+
1
n2a2d
:
i
[E(t2i1 t
2
i2)&E(t
2
i1) E(t
2
i2)]
#D1+D2+D3+D4+D5+D6+D7 . (8.18)
We shall show that C2=o(1) by showing D i=o(1); i=1, 2, ..., 7. To save
space, we’ll only provide the proof for D1=o(1). Those for D2 ..., D7 can be
found in Fan and Ullah (1996). By independence of the X$i and the fact that
tii=0, it is easy to see that the non-vanishing part of D1 are i=2 ( j=2)
or l=1 (k=1). Hence
D1 =
2
n2a2d
: : :
n
j{k{l=3
[E(t21t j1 tk2 t l2)&E(t21t j1) E(tk2 tl2)]
+
2
n2a2d
: : :
n
j{k{l, k=3
[E(ti1 tj1 tk2 t12)&E(ti1 tj1) E(tk2 t12)]
#D11+D12 ,
where   nj{k{l=3 denotes triple summation over j, k, l all from 3 to n
with j{k{l and j{l, whereas   ni{ j{k, k=3 denotes triple summation
over i, j, k with k from 3 to n; i, j from 1 to n with i{ j{k and i{k.
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Using Lemma 8.3, Lemmas 2 and 3 in Robinson (1988), we have
|D11|
2n
a2d
[|E[E(t31 | X1) E(t21t42 t52 | X1)]|+|E[[E(t21 | X1)]2]| 2]

2n
a2d
[[E[(E(t31 | X1))2] E[[E(t21 (E(t42 | X2))2 | X1)]2]]12
+O(h4(d+’))]
=
2n
a2d
[O(ad+2)[O(a2d) O(a4(d+2))]12+O(a4(d+2))]=o(1).
Similarly, we can show that D12=o(1).
Equations (8.7), (8.8), and the above results imply IIT=E[IIT]+
op ((nad)&1), where E[IIT]=[(n&1) ad]&2 E[T 21]=c2 (n) by definition.
It remains to show (8.5). Note that E[IID]=c1 (n)+c2 (n). Hence (8.5)
is equivalent to (nad) E[IID]=_2D+o(1). First, we get from (8.4)
(nad) c1 (n)=
n
(n&1) ad | | _K2 \
u
a+ _2 (&u+v) h(&u+v)& h(v) du dv
=| K 2 (u) du | _2 (v) h2 (v) dv+o(1).
Next, we have
c2 (n)=
1
a2d
E(E[K21[;*$&%(X2)] | X1])2
+
1
(n&1) a2d
E[K 221[;*$X1&%(X2)]
2]
#I+II. (8.19)
For the first term, we have (nad) I=na&dE[E[K21[;*$X1&%(X2)] | X1]]2,
where by Lemma 8.2, we know
E[K21[;*$X1&%(X2)] | X1=x]=| K \u&xa + [%(x)&%(u)] h(u) du
=ad+2[b(x)+o(1)].
Thus, by (A4), we get
(nad) I=(na4+d) E[b(X1)]2+o(1)=$E[b(X )]2+o(1).
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Now, consider the second term on the right hand side of (8.19). By
Lemma 8.3,
(nad) II=
n
(n&1) ad
E[K 221[;*$X1&%(X2)]
2]=o(1).
Finally, we examine IIID . From (8.1), it is obvious that
IIID =(; &;*)$ { 1n(n&1)2 a2d :i :j{i :k{i KjiX i[;*$X i&%(Xk)] Kki=
&(; &;*)$ { 1n(n&1)2 a2d :i :j{i :k{i KjiXi=k Kki=
#(; &;*)$ [F1&F2], (8.20)
where it is clear from (8.20) that
F1 =
1
n(n&1)2 a2d
: : :
i{ j{k
kjiXi[;*$Xi&%(Xk)] Kki
+
1
n(n&1)2 a2d
: :
i{ j
K 2ji[;*$Xi&%(Xj)] Xi
#F11+F12 , (8.21)
and
F2 =
1
n(n&1)2 a2d
: : :
i{ j{k
K jiXi=kKki
+
1
n(n&1)2 a2d
: :
i{ j
K 2jiXi=j
#F21+F22 . (8.22)
Since ;*$X1=%(X1) under correct model specification, we get from
(8.21)
E[F11]=
1
a2d
E[X1E(K21 | X1) E[(;*$X1&%(X3)) K31 | X1]]

1
a2d
E[|X1 E(K21 | X1)| D% (X1) ad+2]
(by Lemma 8.3)=O(a2),
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where E[D% (X1)]<. Similarly, we get
E[F12]=
1
na2d
E[X1E[(;*$X1&%(X2)) K 221 | X1]]
=O \ anad+=o(a2) by (A4).
Thus, we have from (8.21), E[F1]=O(a2).
We now analyze Var[F1]. For clarity, we rewrite F1 by using Ti intro-
duced before: F1=&[n(n&1) ad]&1 i h (i) (Xi) X iTi . Hence
Var[(nad)12 F1]=
1
n2ad
Var[h (1) (X1) X1T1]
+
1
nad
Cov[h (1) (X1) X1T1 , h (2) (X2) X2T2]
#VF11+VF12 .
Similar to the proof of (8.8), one can show that VF11=o(1) and VF12=
o(1). Therefore, F1=E[F1]+op ((nad)&12)=E[F1]+op (a2)=Op (a2) by
(A4).
Thus, we have shown that
F1=Op (a2). (8.23)
We now derive the order of F2 . For this, note from (8.22) that
F21 =
1
n(n&1)2 a2d
:
k
=k _: :i{ j{k KjiXiKki&
#
1
n(n&1)2 a2d
:
k
=kS k .
Then, E[F21]=0 and
Var(F21)=
1
n2 (n&1)4 a4d
:
k
E(=2k S
2
k)
=
1
n(n&1)4 a4d
E[_2 (X1) S 21]=O(n
&1),
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because
E[_2 (X1) S 21]=: :
i{ j{1
: :
k{l{1
E[KjiXi K1iKlkXkK1k_2 (X1)]
=O(n4a4d).
Thus, F21=Op (n&12). Similarly, one can show that E[F22]=0 and
Var(F22)=
1
n2 (n&1)4 a4d
: :
i{ j
:
k{ j
E[K 2jiXiK
2
jkXk=
2
j ]
=O \ 1n3a2d+=o \
1
n+ .
Thus, we have shown that F2=Op (n&12), which together with (8.20) and
(8.23) imply
IIID=Op (n&12[a2+n&12])=Op \ a
2
n12
+
1
n+ .
Thus, by (A4), we get
nadIIID=Op (n12ad+2+ad)=Op ((na2(d+4))12)+op (1)=op (1).
(b) From the proof of (a), one sees that it is extremely tedious to
write out all the details of the derivations. Since most of the basic techni-
ques for the proof of (b) are the same as those for (a), we’ll omit some of
the details and only focus our attention on the new arguments that will
arise from the proof of (b).
From (2.10), it follows that
* N1 =n&1 :
n
i=1
h (i) (Xi)[ f (; , Xi)& f (;*, Xi)][h (i) (Xi)[Y i& f (; , Xi)]]
+n&1 :
n
i=1
[h (i) (Xi) f (;*, Xi)& r^(i) (Xi)][h (i) (Xi)[Yi& f (; , Xi)]]
#F+S. (8.24)
It is not difficult to show that under correct model specification: F=
Op (n&1). We now examine S.
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From (8.24), we have
S=n&1 :
n
i=1
[h (i) (Xi)]2 [ f (;*, Xi)&%(Xi)][=i+(;0&; )$ Xi]
+n&1 :
n
i=1
[h (i) (Xi)]2 [%(Xi)& g^(i) (Xi)][=i+(;0&; )$ Xi]
#S1+S2 . (8.25)
Note that S1=0 under correct model specification and
S2 =
1
n(n&1)2 a2d
:
i
:
j{i
:
k{i
=iKji[%(Xi)&%(Xk)] Kki
&
1
n(n&1)2 a2d
:
i
:
j{i
:
k{i
Kji[%(Xi)&%(Xk)] Kki[K$i (; &;0)]
+
1
n(n&1)2 a2d
:
i
:
j{i
:
k{i
KjiKki=k =i
&
1
n(n&1)2 a2d
:
i
:
j{i
:
k{i
Kji=kKki[X$i (; &;0)]
=B1&B$2 (; &;0)+B3&B$4 (; &;0). (8.26)
We’ll show that
B1 =
a2
n
:
n
i=1
=i h(Xi) b(Xi)+op ((nad2)&1),
B2=a2E[h(X1) b(X1) X1]+op ((nad2)&1),
(8.27)
B3=
1
n(n&1) ad
: :
i< j
=i =j Kij[h(Xi)+h(Xj)]+op ((nad2)&1), and
B4=Op (n&12).
To save space, we shall only provide the proof for B1 . The proofs for B2 ,
B3 , and B4 can be found in Fan and Ullah (1996). From (8.26), we get
B1 =
1
n(n&1)2 a2d
: : :
i{ j{k
=i Kji[%(Xi)&%(Xk)] Kki
+
1
n(n&1)2 a2d
: :
i{ j
=iK 2ji[%(Xi)&%(Xk)]
#B11+B12 . (8.28)
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It is obvious from (8.28) that B12=op (B11). Below we show that B11=
Op ((nad2)&1). Hence B12=op ((nad2)&1).
B11 =
1
6a2d _\
n
3+
&1
: : :
i< j<k
[=i Kji Kki [%(Xi)&%(Xk)]
+=i KkiKji [%(Xi)&%(Xj)]
+=j KijKkj[%(Xj)&%(Xk)]+=j KkjKij[%(Xj)&%(Xi)]
+=kKik Kjk[%(Xk)&%(Xi)]+=kKjkKik[%(Xk)&%(Xj)]&
=
a2
6
: : :
i< j<k
Pn (Z i , Zj , Zk).
Note that 6a&2B11 is a non-degenerate U-statistic with zero mean. Let
Pn1=E[Pn (Z1 , Z2 , Z3) | Z1] and P (2)n =E[Pn (Z1 , Z2 , Z3) | Z1 , Z2]. By
Lemma 3 in Lavergne and Vuong (1996), we get: if Var[P (2)n ]=o(n) and
Var[Pn]=o(n2) (the proofs of these two results are straightforward
applications of Lemmas 8.3 and 8.4 and are thus omitted), then
B11 =
a2
6 {
3
n
:
n
i=1
Pni+op (n&12)=
=
1
6a2d _
3
n
:
n
i=1
=iE[KjiKki ([%(Xi)&%(Xk)]+[%(Xi)&%(Xj)]) | Xi]&
+op (n&12a2)
=
1
6a2d _
6
n
:
n
i=1
=iE[KjiKki[%(Xi)&%(Xk)] | Xi]&+op (n&12a2)
=
1
na2d
:
n
i=1
=i E[Kji | Xi] E[Kki[%(Xi)&%(Xk)] | Xi]+op ((nad2)&1)
=
a2
n
:
n
i=1
=i h(Xi) b(Xi)+op ((nad2)&1), (8.29)
where we have used (A4), Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2. From (A4) and (8.29), it
follows that B11=Op ((nad2)&1).
To complete the proof of (b), we note that
; &;0=7&1X
ni=1 Xi=i
n
+op (n&12).
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Hence, (8.24), F=Op (n&1), (8.25), S1=0, (8.26) and (8.27) lead to
* N1 =
a2
n
:
i
=i h(Xi) b(Xi)&a2E[h(X1) b(X1) X1]$ (; &;0)
+
1
n(n&1) ad
: :
i< j
=i=jKij[h(Xi)+h(X j)]+op ((nad2)&1)
=
a2
n
:
i
=i[h(Xi) b(Xi)&E[h(X i) b(Xi) X1]$ 7&1X Xi]
+
1
n(n&1) ad
: :
i< j
=i=jKij[h(Xi)+h(X j)]+op ((nad2)&1)
=U1+U2+op ((nad2)&1). (8.30)
(c) By the Liapounov CLT, we get
nad2U1 =(nad+4)12 _n&12 :i =i B(Xi)&
 $12N(0, E[=21B
2 (X1)])=N \0, $ | _2 (x) B2 (x) h(x) dx+ . (8.31)
To analyze U2 , we rewrite U2 as: U2 #[n(n&1) ad]&1  1i< jn
H n (Zi , Zj), where Z$i=(=i , X$i) and H n (Zi , Zj)==i=jKij[h(Xi)+h(Xj)]. It
is obvious that H n( } , } ) is symmetric and satisfies E[H n (Zi , Zj) | Zi]=0 for
i{ j. Further, if we let Gn (Z1 , Z2)=E[H n (Z3 , Z1) H n (Z3 , Z2) | Z1 , Z2],
then
E[G2n(Z1 , Z2)]CE[=
2
1 =
2
1 E[=
2
3 |K31| | Z1] E[=
2
3 |K31| K
2
32 | Z1 , Z2]]
=CE[=21=
2
2 =
2
3 |K31| K
2
32E[=
2
3 |K31| | Z1]]
O(ad) E[=21 =
2
2=
2
3 |K31| K
2
32]=O(a
3d).
It follows from Theorem 1 in Hall (1984) that  1i< jn H n (Zi , Zj) is
asymptotically normally distributed with zero mean and variance given by
2&1n2E[H 2n(Z1 , Z2)], if
[E[G2n(Z1 , Z2)]+n
&1E[H 4n(Z1 , Z2)]]
[E[H 2n(Z1 , Z2)]]
2  0. (8.32)
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From Lemma 2 in Robinson (1988), it follows that E[H 4n(Z1 , Z2)]=O(a
d)
and E[H 2n(Z1 , Z2)]=O(a
d). Thus, the left hand side of (8.32) is of
order O(ad)+O((nad)&1)=o(1). Therefore, (nad2)U2  N(0, (2ad)&1
E[H 2n(Z1 , Z2)]), where
E[H 2n(Z1 , Z2)]=E[=
2
1 =
2
2K
2
12[h(X1)+h(X2)]
2]
=4ad | K2 (u) du | _4 (x) h4 (x) dx+o(ad).
The result in (c) then follows from the observation that U1 and U2 are
uncorrelated, and Delta method.
(d) The result in (d) follows from Eq. (2.10) and Lemma 3.1(a), (b), (c).
K
Proof of Proposition 3.2. From Lemma 3.1(c) and (d), we get :^=
_&2D a
d2[nad2 (U1+U2)]+op(ad2) and * =1+Op (ad2)=1+op (1). Hence,
we have by (2.11),
% (x)&%(x)=[ f (; , x)&%(x)]&
ad2
_2Dh (x)
[nad2 (U1+U2)]
_[h (x)[ g^(x)&%(x)]]+op (n&12). (8.33)
Note that under correct model specification,
f (; , x)&%(x)=(; &;0)$ x=
1
n
:
n
i=1
[= iX$i 7&1X x]+op (n
&12). (8.34)
In addition, from Bierens (1987), we have by (A4)
h (x)[ g^(x)&%(x)]
=
1
nad
:
i
=i K \x&X ia ++
1
nad
:
i
[%(xi)&%(x)] K \x&Xia +
=
1
nad
:
i
=i K \x&X ia ++a2b(x)+op ((nad)&12). (8.35)
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Let Zi=[=i , X$i]$ and P n (Zi , Z j)==i=jKij[h(Xi)+h(Xj)]. We have from
(8.35)
(U1+U2)[h (x)[ g^(x)&%(x)]]
=
a4
n
b(x) :
i
= iB(Xi)+
a2
n2ad
: :
i{ j
=i =jB(Xi) K \x&Xja +
+
a2
n2ad
:
i
=2i B(Xi) K \x&Xia +
+
a2b(x)
n(n&1) ad
: :
i< j
=i=jKij[h(Xi)+h(Xj)]
+
1
n2 (n&1) a2d
: :
i< j
:
k
=i= j=kKij[h(Xi)+h(Xj)] K \x&Xka +
+op (n&32a&d)
#A1+A2+A3+A4+A5+op (n&32a&d). (8.36)
Note that from (8.36), we know
A2=
a2
n2ad
: :
i< j
=i=j _B(Xi) K \x&Xja ++B(X j) K \
x&Xi
a +& . (8.37)
It is easy to show that A3=Op (a2n&1)=op (n&32a&d). Now consider A5 .
From (8.36),
A5 =
1
n2 (n&1) a2d
: :
i< j
:
k{i, k{ j
= i=j=k Kij[h(Xi)+h(Xj)] K \x&Xka +
+
1
n2 (n&1) a2d
: :
i< j
=i =2j Kij[h(Xi)+h(Xj)] K \x&X ja +
+
1
n2 (n&1) a2d
: :
i< j
=j =2i Kij[h(Xi)+h(Xj)] K \x&X ia +
#A51+A52+A53 . (8.38)
One can show that (n32ad) A52=op (1) and (n32ad) A53=op (1); see Fan
and Ullah (1996). Now we consider A51 . From (8.38), we get
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A51 =
1
n2 (n&1) a2d
: : :
i< j<k
=i=j=k {Kij[h(Xi)+h(Xj)] K \x&Xka +
+Kkj[h(Xk)+h(Xj)] K \x&Xia +
+Kik[h(X i)+h(Xk)] K \x&Xja += . (8.39)
Therefore, A5=A51+op (n&32a&d) and (8.36)(8.39) imply
[(nad2)(U1+U2)][(nad)12 h (x)[ g^(x)&%(x)]]
=n12ad+4b(x) :
i
=iB(X i)
+
a2
n12
: :
i< j
=i=j {B(X i) K \x&Xja +
+B(Xj) K \x&X ia ++b(x) K ij[h(X i)+h(Xj)]=
+
1
n12 (n&1) ad
: : :
i< j<k
=i=j =k
_{K ij[h(X i)+h(Xj)] K \x&Xka +
+Kkj[h(Xk)+h(Xj)] K \x&Xia +
+Kik[h(Xi)+h(Xk)] K \x&Xja +=+op (1)
#n12ad+4b(x) :
i
=iB(X i)+
a2
n12
: :
i< j
=i=j[_2D h(x) Hn (Xi , X j)]
+
1
n12 (n&1) ad
: : :
i< j<k
=i=j =k[_2Dh(x) Hn (Xi , Xj , Xk)]
+op (1). (8.40)
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Hence, (8.33), (8.34), and (8.40) yield
n12[% (x)&%(x)]
=
1
n12
:
i
[= i X$i7&1X x]
&
n32ad
_2Dh (x)
[(U1+U2) h (x)[ g^(x)&%(x)]]+op (1)
=
1
n12
:
n
i=1
= iHn (X i)&
a2
n12
: :
i< j
=i =j Hn (Xi , Xj)
&
1
n12 (n&1) ad
: : :
i< j<k
= i= j=kHn (Xi , Xj , Xk)+op (1). K
Proof of Theorem 3.3. From Proposition 3.2, it follows that n12[% (x)&
%(x)] has the same limiting distribution as n12Un , where
Un =
1
n
:
n
i=1
=i Hn (Xi)&
a2
n
: :
i< j
=i=jHn (Xi , Xj)
&
1
n(n&1) ad
: : :
i< j<k
=i =j=k Hn (Xi , X j , Xk). (8.41)
Noting that the three terms on the right hand side of (8.41) are
uncorrelated, one can show that n12Un or n12[% (x)&%(x)] is asymptoti-
cally normally distributed with zero mean and variance Avar[n12Un] by
first applying the CLTs in De Jong (1990) and Hall (1984), and then using
the Delta method. Since the proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.1(c), it is
omitted.
It remains to evaluate the asymptotic variance of Un . From (8.41), we
have by noting that the three terms on the right hand side of (8.41) are
uncorrelated,
Var[n12Un]=Var[=1 Hn (X1)]+
a4
n
Var _: :i< j =i=j Hn (Xi , Xj)&
+
1
n(n&1)2 a2d
Var _: : :i< j<k =i=j=kHn (Xi , Xj , Xk)&
#v1+v2+v3.
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One can easily show that
v2=
nad+4
_4Dh
2 (x) {2_2 (x) h(x) | _2 (u) B2 (u) h(u) du
+4b2 (x) | _4 (u) h4 (u) du= | K 2 (v) dv+o(1), (8.43)
and
[_4Dh
2 (x)] v3=12_2 (x) h(x) _| _4 (x1) h4 (x1) dx1&_| K 2 (x2) dx2&
2
+o(1). (8.44)
Therefore, we have from (8.42), (8.43), and (8.44), Var[n12 (% (x)&
%(x))]=_2c+o(1). K
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Because the proof is very similar to that of
Lemma 3.1, we will only provide a sketch.
(a) Obviously, (8.1) still holds. It is also true that (nad) ID=op (1).
Hence, we only need to re-evaluate IID and IIID on the right hand side of
(8.1).
For IID , we’ll only provide details for evaluating E[IID]. Similar but
more tedious derivations show that Var[IID]=o(1). Consequently, IID=
E[IID]+op (1). Note that it is still true that E[IID]=c1 (n)+c2 (n)=
c1 (n)+I+II from (8.1) and (8.19). Obviously, the result that nadc1 (n)=
O(1) is still correct so that c1 (n)=o(1). Now consider I and II. First
I=
1
a2d
E[(E[K21[;*$X1&%(X2)] | X1])2]
=E([;*$X1&%(X1)] h(X1)+o(1))2
=| [;*$x&%(x)]2 h3 (x) dx+o(1).
It is easy to see that II=O((nad)&1)=o(1). Thus, we have shown that
E[IID]= [;*$x&%(x)]2 h3 (x) dx+o(1).
Finally we consider IIID : Note that (8.20)(8.22) still hold and F2=
Op (n&12) is correct, but we need to re-evaluate F1 : From (8.21), it is
evident that E |F11|a&2dE |K21X1[;*$X1&%(X3)] K31|=O(1). Hence,
F11=Op (1). Similarly, one can easily show that F12=Op ((nad)&1)=op (1).
Thus, it follows from (8.21) that F1=Op (1). (8.20), (A5), and (A6$) imply
IIID=Op (n&12).
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The result follows immediately from (8.1) and the above discussion.
(b) From (2.10), it is easy to see that
* N =n&1 :
n
i=1
[h (i) (X i)]2 [ f (; , Xi)& f (;*, Xi)][Yi& g^(i) (Xi)]
+n&1 :
n
i=1
[h (i) (Xi)]2 [ f (;*, Xi)& g^(i) (Xi)][Yi& g^(i) (Xi)]
#FN+SN . (8.45)
It is straightforward to show that
FN =n&1 :
n
i=1
[h (i) (Xi)]2 (; &;*)$ X i=i
+n&1 :
n
i=1
[h (i) (Xi)]2 (; &;*)$ Xi[%(Xi)& g^(i) (X i)]
=op (n&12)=op ((nad)&12). (8.46)
Now we evaluate SN . Rewrite SN as
SN =n&1 :
n
i=1
[h (i) (Xi)]2 [;*$Xi&%(Xi)][Yi& g^(i) (Xi)]
+n&1 :
n
i=1
[h (i) (Xi)]2 [%(Xi)& g^(i) (Xi)][Yi& g^ (i) (Xi)]
#SN1+SN2 , (8.47)
where
Sn1 =n&1 :
n
i=1
[h (i) (Xi)]2 [;*$Xi&%(Xi)] =i
+n&1 :
n
i=1
[h (i) (Xi)]2 [;*$Xi&%(Xi)][%(Xi)& g^(i) (Xi)] (8.48)
and
SN2 =n&1 :
n
i=1
[h (i) (Xi)]2 [%(Xi)& g^(i) (Xi)] =i
+n&1 :
n
i=1
[h (i) (Xi)]2 [%(Xi)& g^(i) (X i)]2. (8.49)
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Noting that
h (i) (Xi)[%(Xi)& g^(i) (Xi)]
=
1
(n&1) ad
:
j{i
[%(Xi)&%(X j)] Kji&
1
(n&1) ad
:
j{i
=jKji ,
we get from (8.48) and (8.49),
SN1 =
1
n(n&1)2 a2d
:
i
:
j{i
:
k{i
K jiKki[;*$X i&%(Xi)] =i
+
1
n(n&1)2 a2d
:
i
:
j{i
:
k{i
KjiKki[;*$Xi&%(Xi)][%(X i)&%(Xk)]
&
1
n(n&1)2 a2d
:
i
:
j{i
:
k{i
KjiKki[;*$Xi&%(Xi)] =k
=a&2dE[K21[;*$X1&%(X1)][%(X1)&%(X3)] K31]
+op ((nad)&12). (8.50)
Similar to the analysis of S2 in (8.26), one can show that
SN2 =
1
n(n&1)2 a2d
:
i
:
j{i
:
k{i
K jiKki[%(Xi)&%(Xk)] = i
&
1
n(n&1)2 a2d
:
i
:
j{i
:
k{i
KjiKki=k=i
+
1
n(n&1)2 a2d
:
i
:
j{i
:
k{i
KjiKki[%(Xi)&%(Xj)][%(Xi)&%(Xk)]
+
1
n(n&1)2 a2d
:
i
:
j{i
:
k{i
KjiKki=k=j
&
2
n(n&1)2 a2d
:
i
:
j{i
:
k{i
KjiKki[%(Xi)&%(Xj)] =k
=Op \ 1nad2++Op \
1
nad2++O(a4)+Op \
1
nad2++Op \
1
nad2+
=Op \ 1nad2++O(a4)=op ((nad)&12) by (A4). (8.51)
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Consequently, we have from (8.45)(8.51) that
* N =a&2dE[K21[;*$X1&%(X1)][%(X1)&%(X3)] K31]+op ((nad)&12)
=a&2dE[[;*$X1&%(X1)] E[K21 | X1] E[(%(X1)&%(X3)) K31 | X1]]
+op ((nad)&12)
=&a2E[[;*$X1&%(X1)] h(X1) b(X1)]+op ((nad)&12),
where we have used Lemma 8.1 and Lemma 8.2.
(c) Noting that * =* N * D1 , we obtain immediately (c) from (a) and (b).
K
Proof of Lemma 5.1. We first analyze * D1 . Because the argument follows
that of (a) in Lemma 3.1, we only point out the necessary modifications.
Obviously, (8.1) still holds, where ;*=;0 under (A6"), but %(x)& f (;, x)
=$n 2(x). It is easy to see that the derivation of the order of ID is still
correct so that
ID=Op \1n+=op \
1
nad+ . (8.52)
We now examine IID . As before, we only consider E[IID]. For this, we
note that E[IID]=c1 (n)+c2 (n)=c1 (n)+I+II from (8.19). Also, the
orders of II and c1 (n) are still correct, i.e., II=o((nad)&1) and
c1 (n)=(nad)&1 [ K2 (u) du  _2 (v) h2 (v) dv+o(1)]. It remains to consider
I: From (8.19), we have I=a&2dE(E[K21[;*$X1&%(X2)] | X1])2, where as
in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we obtain
E[K21[;*$X1&%(X2)] | X1=x]
=E[K21[%(X1)&%(X2)] | X1=x]=$n 2(x) E[K21 | X1=x]
=ad+2[b(x)+o(1)]&$nad2(x)[h(x)+o(1)].
Hence,
I=E(a2[b(X1)+o(1)]&$n 2(X1)[h(X1)+o(1)])2
=a4E[b2 (X1)]+$2nE[h
2 (X1) 22 (X1)]&2a2$n E[b(X1) 2(X1) h(X1)]
+o(a4+$2n+a
2$n).
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Consequently, we have shown that
IID =[a4E[b2 (X1)]+$2nE[h
2 (X1) 22 (X1)]&2a2$nE[b(X1) 2(X1) h(X1)]
+op (a4+$2n+a
2
n)]+op \ 1nad+
+
1
nad _| K2 (u) du | _2 (u) h2 (u) du+op (1)&
=
1
nad
_2D$
2
nE[h
2 (W1) 22 (X1)]&2a2$nE[b(X1) 2(X1) h(X1)]
+op ($2n+a
2$n)+op \ 1nad+ . (8.53)
For IIID , a brief review of the derivation reveals that (8.20) and (8.21)
are still valid, so is the order of F2 : F2=Op (n&12), but we need to modify
the analysis of F1 in the following way: To save space, we only examine
E[F1] or equivalently E[F11] and E[F12]. First, from (8.21) it follows that
E[F11]=
1
a2d
E[K21X1[;*$X1&%(X3)] K31]
=
1
a2d
E[K21X1[%(X1)&%(X3)&$n 2(X1)] K31]
=
1
a2d
E[K21X1[%(X1)&%(X3)] K31]&
$n
a2d
E[K21X12(X1) K31].
As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, one can easily show by using the above
expression that E[F11]=O(a2)+O($n). Similarly, one can show that
E[F12]=O(a(nad))+O($n (nad)). Hence, we have F1=Op (a2+$n+
a(nad)&1+$n (nad)&1). From (8.20), we have
IID =Op \ a
2
n12
+
$n
n12
+
a
n32ad
+
$n
n32ad
+
1
n+
=op \ 1nad++Op \
$n
n12+ . (8.54)
Equations (8.1), (8.52), (8.53), and (8.54) imply
* D1 =
1
nad
_2D+$
2
n E[h
2 (X1) 22 (X1)]&2a2$n E[b(X1) 2(X1) h(X1)]
+op ($2n+a
2$n)+op \ 1nad++Op \
$n
n12+ . (8.55)
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(a) and (c) If $n=o((nad)&12), then one can see that (nad)
[$nn&12+$2n+a
2$n]=o(1). Hence, we get from (8.55) the desired result.
(b) If $n (nad)12  , then it is obvious that $&2n [(na
d)&1+a2$n+
$n n&12]=o(1). Hence, $&2n * D1=E[h
2 (X1) 22 (X1)]+op (1).
We now analyze * N1 by modifying the proof of Lemma 3.1(b).
Obviously, (8.24) is still correct. We first consider F. From (8.24), it follows
that
F=
1
n
:
i
[h (i) (Xi)]2 (; &;*)$ X i=i
+
1
n
:
i
[h (i) (Xi)]2 (; &;*)$ Xi X$i (; &;*)
+
$n
n
:
i
[h (i) (X i)]2 (; &;*)$ Xi2(Xi)
=Op \1n+
$n
n12+ . (8.56)
Now consider S. For simplicity, we let S2 denote S under (5.1) and reserve
S for the case where %(x)= f (;, x). From (8.24) and (8.25), it follows that
S2 ={S1+$nn :i [h
(i) (Xi)]2 [ f (;*, Xi)&%(Xi)] 2(Xi)=
+{S2+$nn :i [h
(i) (Xi)]2 [%(X i)& g^(i) (Xi)] 2(Xi)=
#S12+S22 . (8.57)
From (8.25) and (8.57), we get
S12 =&
$n
n
:
i
[h (i) (Xi)]2 2(Xi) = i
+
$n
n
:
i
[h (i) (Xi)]2 2(Xi)(; &;0)$ Xi&
$n
n
:
i
[h (i) (Xi)]2 22 (Xi)
=Op \ $nn12+$2n+ . (8.58)
On inspecting S2 in (8.25), it is obvious that
S2=U1+U2+op \ 1nad2+ . (8.59)
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It remains to consider S22&S2 . From (8.57), we have
S22&S2 =
$n
n
:
i
[h (i) (Xi)]2 [%(Xi)& g^(i) (Xi)] 2(Xi)
=
$n
n(n&1)2 a2d
:
i
:
j{i
:
k{i
Kji Kki[%(Xi)&%(Xk)] 2(Xi)
+
$n
n(n&1)2 a2d
:
i
:
j{i
:
k{i
KjiKki =k2(Xi)
#B5+B7 . (8.60)
Comparing B5 with B2 , one gets immediately from (8.30) that
B5=$na2E[h(X ) b(X ) 2(X )]+op ($na2)+Op \ $nn12+ .
Similar to B4 , one can show that B6=Op (n&12$n). Hence we have
S22&S2=$na2E[h(X ) b(X) 2(X )]+op ($na2)+Op \ $nn12+ . (8.61)
Combining (8.60) and (8.61) yields
S22 =U1+U2+$na2E[h(X ) b(X ) 2(X )]
+op ($n a2)+Op \ $nn12++op \
1
nad2+ . (8.62)
It follows from (8.57), (8.58), and (8.62) that
S2 =U1+U2+$n a2E[h(X ) b(X ) 2(X )]
+op ($na2)+Op \ $nn12++op \
1
nad2++Op ($2n). (8.63)
Finally, we obtain from (8.24), (8.56), and (8.63),
* N1 =U1+U2+$na2E[h(X ) b(X ) 2(X )]
+op ($n a2)+Op \ $nn12++op \
1
nad2++Op ($2n). (8.64)
(a) If $n=o(n&12), then (nad2)[$na2+($n n12)+$2n]=o(1). Hence,
we obtain from (8.64) the result * N1=U1+U2+op ((nad2)&1).
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(c) If n&12=o($n) and $n=o((nad)&12), then one can show that
(nad)12 $&1n * N1=Op (1$n n
12)+$12E[h(X ) b(X ) 2(X)]+op (1)
+op ((nad+4)12)+Op (ad2)+Op ($n (nad)12)
=$12E[h(X ) b(X ) 2(X )]+op (1).
It remains to show (b). For this, we follow the corresponding proof of
Lemma 4.1. It is evident that (8.45) still holds. Using (8.46) and similar
arguments in analyzing IIID in (8.1), one can show that
FN=Op \ a
2
n12
+
1
n+ . (8.65)
We now consider SN . Note that (8.47), (8.48), and (8.49) are still correct.
The first equality in (8.50) still holds which implies
SN1 = &
$n
n(n&1)2 a2d
:
i
:
j{i
:
k{i
K jiKki2(X i) = i
&
$n
n(n&1)2 a2d
:
i
:
j{i
:
k{i
KjiKki2(Xi)[%(Xi)&%(Xk)]
+
$n
n(n&1)2 a2d
:
i
:
j{i
:
k{i
KjiKki=k
=Op \ $nn12+&$n _
1
a2d
E[K21K31 2(X1)[%(X1)&%(X3)]]+op (a2)&
+Op \ $nn12+
=$na2E[2(X1) h(X1) b(X1)]+Op \ $nn12++op ($na2). (8.66)
The order of SN2 given in (8.51) is still correct, i.e., SN2=Op ((nad2)&1)+
Op (a4). Hence,
SN =$na2E[2(X1) h(X1) b(X1)]
+Op \ $nn12++op ($na2)+Op \
1
nad2++Op (a4). (8.67)
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Equations (8.46), (8.65), and (8.67) imply
* N =$na2E[2(X1) h(X1) b(X1)]+Op \ $nn12++op ($na2)
+Op \ 1nad2++Op (a4)+Op \
a2
n12++Op \
1
n+ . (8.68)
Let {n=[$n (nad)12]&1  0. Then we have the above expression that
{&1n $
&2
n * N=(na
d+4)12 E[2(X1) h(X1) b(X1)]+Op (ad2)+op ((nad+4)12)
+Op \ a
d2
$n (nad)12++Op \
nad+4
$n (nad)12+
+Op \(na
d+4)12 ad2
(nad)12 $n ++Op \
ad
(nad)12 $n+
=$12E[2(X1) h(X1) b(X1)]+op (1). K
Proof of Theorem 5.2. From (2.11), we get
% (x)&%(x)=* (; &;*)$ x&$n* 2(x)&:^[ g^(x)&%(x)]. (8.69)
(a) If $n=o(n&12), then $n* =op (n&12). The result follows from
(8.69), Proposition 3.2, and Theorem 3.3;
(b) If $n (nad)12  , then from Lemma 5.1, we obtain
(nad)12 [% (x)&%(x)]
=(nad)12 * (; &;*)$ x&(nad)12 $n * 2(x)&(nad)12 :^[ g^(x)&%(x)]
=Op \(nad)12 1$n (nad)12 n&12+
&_$
12E[2(X) h(X ) b(X )]
E[h2 (X) 22 (X)]
+op (1)& 2(x)
&[&1+op (1)](nad)12 [ g^(x)&%(x)]
=&
$12E[2(X ) h(X ) b(X )]
E[h2 (X ) 22 (X)]
+(nad)12 [ g^(x)&%(x)]+op (1).
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(c) If n&12=o($n) and $n=o((nad)&12), then
$&1n [% (x)&%(x)]=$
&1
n * (; &;*)$ x&* 2(x)&$
&1
n :^[ g^(x)&%(x)]
=op (1)&2(x)&_$
12E[h(X ) b(X ) 2(X )]
_2D
+op (1)&
_(nad)12 [ g^(x)&%(x)]. K
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